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- November 2017 【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
ジョイスと法
Joyce and the Law
Goldman, Jonathan (ed.)

Florida James Joyce (Univ. Pr. of Florida)
2017 : 10 288 p. Hardback 9780813054742 US$84.95
Making the case that legal issues are central to James Joyce’s life and work, international experts in law and literature offer new insights into
Joyce’s most important texts. They analyze Dubliners, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, Giacomo Joyce, Ulysses, and Finnegans Wake
in light of the legal contexts of Joyce’s day.

【イギリス・アイルランドの文学】
ウルフの両義性
Woolf's Ambiguities: Tonal Modernism, Narrative Strategy, Feminist Precursors
Hite, Molly
(Cornell U.P.)
2017 : 12 256 p. Hardback 9781501714450 US$55.00
In a book that compares Virginia Woolf's writing with that of the novelist, actress, and feminist activist Elizabeth Robins (1862-1952), Molly
Hite explores the fascinating connections between Woolf's aversion to women's "pleading a cause" in fiction and her narrative technique of
complicating, minimizing, or omitting tonal cues. Hite shows how A Room of One's Own, Mrs. Dalloway, and The Voyage Out borrow from and
implicitly criticize Robins's work.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
YA 小説にみるアジア系アメリカ人のアイデンティテイーの確立
Growing Up Asian American in Young Adult Fiction
Mathison, Ymitri

Children's Literature Association (U. P. of Mississippi)
2017 : 12 224 p. Hardback 9781496815064 US$65.00
The contributors to Growing Up Asian American in Young Adult Fiction focus on moving beyond stereotypes to examine how Asian American
children and adolescents define their unique identities. Chapters focus on primary texts from many ethnicities, such as Chinese, Korean,
Filipino, Japanese, Vietnamese, South Asian, and Hawaiian. Individual chapters, crossing cultural, linguistic, and racial boundaries, negotiate
the complex terrain of Asian American children's and teenagers' identities.

【アメリカ・カナダの文学】
ユードラ・ウェルティの作品解説
Teaching the Works of Eudora Welty: Twenty-First-Century Approaches
Claxton, Mae Miller & Eichelberger, Julia (eds.)
(U. P. of Mississippi)
2018 : 02 224 p. Hardback 9781496814531 US$85.00 Paperback 9781496814630 US$30.00
The essays collected in Teaching the Works of Eudora Welty seek to move Welty beyond a discussion of region and reflect new scholarship
that remaps her work onto a larger canvas. The book offers ways to help twenty-first-century readers navigate Welty's challenging and
intricate narratives.
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【日本文学】
現代日本における文学のさまざまな使用法
The Uses of Literature in Modern Japan: Histories and Cultures of the Book
Kawana, Sari

SOAS Studies in Modern and Contemporary Japan (Bloomsbury Academic)
2018 : 02 288 p. Hardback 9781350024915 ￡85.00
The Uses of Literature in Modern Japan explores the varying uses of literature in Japan from the late Meiji period to the present, considering
how creators, conveyors, and consumers of literary content have treated texts and their authors as cultural resources to be packaged,
promoted, and preserved.

【文章作法・編集法・修辞学・翻訳論】
英語学術論文の書き方

第4版

They Say/I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing. 4th ed
Birkenstein, Cathy & Graff, Gerald
(W.W. Norton)
2017 : 12 Paperback 9780393631678 US$27.50
This book identifies the key rhetorical moves in academic writing. It shows students how to frame their arguments as a response to what
others have said and provides templates to help them start making the moves. The fourth edition features many NEW examples from
academic writing, a NEW chapter on Entering Online Discussions, and a thoroughly updated chapter on Writing in the Social Sciences.
Finally, two NEW readings provide current examples of the rhetorical moves in action.

【言語学全般】
Be 動詞小史
A Brief History of the Verb To Be
Moro, Andrea / Mcclellan-Broussard, Bonnie (trans.)
(MIT Pr.)
2017 : 12 320 p. Hardback 9780262037129 US$40.00
Beginning with the early works of Aristotle, the interpretation of the verb to be runs through Western linguistic thought like Ariadne's thread.
As it unravels, it becomes intertwined with philosophy, metaphysics, logic, and even with mathematics - so much so that Bertrand Russell
showed no hesitation in proclaiming that the verb to be was a disgrace to the human race.

【言語学全般】
書記体系研究
An Exploration of Writing
Daniels, Peter T.
(Equinox)
2017 : 11 224 p. Hardback 9781781795286 ￡75.00 Paperback 9781781795293 ￡22.95
An Exploration of Writing is a book about our alphabets, our syllabaries, and all the other kinds of writing that people use and have used for
5000 years. It introduces the general public to a topic that hardly anyone has heard about, so it clarifies basic linguistic terms as they occur.
For linguists exploring the growing field of graphonomy - the study of writing systems - in which the author has long been a pioneer, it weaves
together the many threads of theory into a tapestry showing a fuller picture of what all our scripts are seen to share.

【言語学全般】
言語学の幻想
The Linguistics Delusion
Sampson, Geoffrey
(Equinox)
2017 : 09 240 p. Hardback 9781781795774 ￡75.00 Paperback 9781781795781 ￡22.95
Linguistics is a subject which came to the fore only in the 1960s. It is founded on a fallacy. Linguistics claims to be ‘the scientific study of
language’, but language behaviour is too open-ended and creative to be treated by the methods of science. In consequence, linguistic
theories systematically distort the nature of language, and present a misleading picture of our human nature. Geoffrey Sampson shows how
various traditions of linguistics, and their accounts of different aspects of language, are all infected by the delusion of scientism.
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【言語学全般】
言語のターゲティング・システム
The Targeting System of Language
Talmy, Leonard
(MIT Pr.)
2018 : 01 680 p. Hardback 9780262036979 US$50.00
In this book, Leonard Talmy proposes that a single linguistic/cognitive system, targeting, underlies two domains of linguistic reference,
those termed anaphora (for a referent that is an element of the current discourse) and deixis (for a referent outside the discourse and in
the spatiotemporal surroundings). Talmy argues that language engages the same cognitive system to single out referents whether they are
speech-internal or speech-external.

【英語学・英語教育】
我々の脳のなかの言葉
Language in Our Brain: The Origins of a Uniquely Human Capacity
Friederici, Angela D.
(MIT Pr.)
2017 : 12 288 p. Hardback 9780262036924 US$45.00
Language makes us human. It is an intrinsic part of us, although we seldom think about it. Language is also an extremely complex entity
with subcomponents responsible for its phonological, syntactic, and semantic aspects. In this landmark work, Angela Friederici offers a
comprehensive account of these subcomponents and how they are integrated. Tracing the neurobiological basis of language across brain
regions in humans and other primate species, she argues that species-specific brain differences may be at the root of the human capacity for
language.

【英語学・英語教育】
リバプール英語方言辞典
The Liverpool English Dictionary: A Record of the Language of Liverpool 1850-2015
Crowley, Tony
(Liverpool U.P.)
2017 : 09 280 p. Hardback 9781786940612 ￡20.00
The Liverpool English Dictionary records the rich vocabulary that has evolved over the past century and a half, as part of the complex,
stratified, multi-faceted and changing culture of this singular city. With over 2,000 entries from ‘Abbadabba’ to ‘Z-Cars’, the roots/routes,
meanings and histories of the words of Liverpool are presented in a concise, clear and accessible format. Born and bred in Liverpool,
Professor Tony Crowley has spent over thirty years compiling this bold and innovative dictionary, investigating historical lexicons, sociological
studies, works of history, local newspapers, popular cultural representations, and, most importantly, the extensive ‘lost’ literature of the city.

【英語学・英語教育】
デイヴィッド・クリスタル著『パンチ誌にみる発音にたいするヴィクトリア朝の人々の反応』
We Are Not Amused: Victorian Views on Pronunciation as Told in the Pages of Punch
Crystal, David
(Bodleian Library)
2017 : 10 96 p. Hardback 9781851244782 US$12.99
David Crystal has examined all the issues during the reign of Queen Victoria and brought together the cartoons and articles that poked fun
at the subject of pronunciation, adding a commentary on the context of the times, explaining why people felt so strongly about accents, and
identifying which accents were the main source of jokes.

【スポーツ・娯楽】
スーパー・ニンテンドー・エンターテイメント・システム
Super Power, Spoony Bards, and Silverware: The Super Nintendo Entertainment System
Arsenault, Dominic

Platform Studies (MIT Pr.)
2017 : 08 240 p. Hardback 9780262036566 US$29.95
This is a book about the Super Nintendo Entertainment System that is not celebratory or self-congratulatory. Most other accounts declare
the Super NES the undisputed victor of the “16-bit console wars” of 1989-1995. In this book, Dominic Arsenault reminds us that although the
SNES was a strong platform filled with high-quality games, it was also the product of a short-sighted corporate vision focused on maintaining
Nintendo’s market share and business model.
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【美術・工芸・デザイン】
ミュリエル・クーパー
Muriel Cooper
Reinfurt, David & Wiesenberger, Robert / Negroponte, Nicholas (afterword)
(MIT Pr.)
2017 : 09 240 p. 202 col. & 137 b/w Hardback 9780262036504 US$60.00
Muriel Cooper (1925-1994) was the pioneering designer who created the iconic MIT Press colophon (or logo) - seven bars that represent the
lowercase letters “mitp” as abstracted books on a shelf. This lavishly illustrated volume documents Cooper’s career in abundant detail, with
prints, sketches, book covers, posters, mechanicals, student projects, and photographs, from her work in design, teaching, and research at
MIT.

【建築】
建築・デザイン博覧会史
As Seen: Exhibitions that Made Architecture and Design History
Ryan, Zoe (ed.)
(Yale U.P.)
2017 : 11 144 p. 128 col. + 96 b/w illus. Paperback 9780300228625 US$35.00
大阪万博など 11 の博覧会を考察
This fascinating volume examines the impact of eleven groundbreaking architecture and design exhibitions held between 1956 and 2006,
revealing how they have shaped contemporary understanding and practice of these fields. Providing a fresh perspective on some of the most
important exhibitions of the 20th century from America, Europe, and Japan, including This Is Tomorrow, Expo ’70, and Massive Change, this
book offers a new framework for thinking about how exhibitions can function as a transformative force in the field of architecture and design.

【建築】
ミノル

ヤマサキ

Minoru Yamasaki: Humanist Architecture for a Modernist World
Gyure, Dale Allen
(Yale U.P.)
2017 : 12 296 p. 70 col. & 119 b/w Hardback 9780300217094 US$50.00
Born to Japanese immigrant parents in Seattle, Minoru Yamasaki (1912-1986) became one of the towering figures of midcentury architecture,
even appearing on the cover of Time magazine in 1963. In the first book to examine Yamasaki’s life and career, Dale Allen Gyure draws on
a wealth of previously unpublished archival material, and nearly 200 images, to contextualize his work against the framework of midcentury
modernism and explore his initial successes, his personal struggles - including with racism - and the tension his work ultimately found in the
divide between popular and critical taste.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
アジアと国際経済史
Asia and the History of the International Economy
Latham, A. J. H. & Kawakatsu, Heita (ed.)

Routledge Studies in the History of Economics (Routledge)
2018 : 01 256 p. Hardback 9781138298606 ￡105.00
皇太子徳仁殿下の論文収録
This collection of essays sheds new light on many aspects of Asia’s integration with the international economy. H.I.H. Crown Prince Naruhito
discusses the problems of controlling water in the interest of urban development. He first examines the problems encountered on the River
Thames in relationship to the growth of London in the eighteenth century, and then relates his findings to Japan where similar problems arose
with respect to the expansion of Edo (Tokyo).
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【経済学全般・経済体制論】
日本の景気停滞
Economic Stagnation in Japan: Exploring the Causes and Remedies of Japanization
Cho, Dongchul et al. (ed.)

KDI/EWC Series on Economic Policy (Edward Elgar)
2018 : 01 320 p. Hardback 9781788110433 ￡100.00
The term ‘Japanization’ is often used by economists to describe long-term stagnation and deflation. Symptoms include high unemployment,
weak economic activity, interest rates near zero, quantitative easing, and population aging. In the global context, what can governments do to
mitigate the downward trends experienced by Japan? This judicious volume investigates in depth the causes of Japan’s ‘lost decades’ versus
the real recovery achieved by the United States, and the lessons that can be learned.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
マルサス著『人口論

1803 年版』

An Essay on the Principle of Population: The 1803 Edition
Malthus, Thomas Robert / Stimson, Shannon C. (ed.)

Rethinking the Western Tradition (Yale U.P.)
2017 : 11 624 p. Paperback 9780300177411 US$18.00
Introduced by editor Shannon C. Stimson, this edition includes essays on the historical and political theoretical underpinnings of Malthus’s
work by Niall O’Flaherty, Malthus’s influence on concepts of nature by Deborah Valenze, implications of his population model for political
economy by Sir Anthony Wrigley, an assessment of Malthus’s theory in light of modern economic ideas by Kenneth Binmore, and a discussion
of the Essay’s literary and cultural influence by Karen O’Brien.

【経済学全般・経済体制論】
荒削りのビジネス：金融危機の未調査の原因と学ぶべき教訓
Unfinished Business: The Unexplored Causes of the Financial Crisis and the Lessons Yet to be
Learned
Bayoumi, Tamim
(Yale U.P.)
2017 : 09 288 p. Hardback 9780300225631 US$35.00
There have been numerous books examining the 2008 financial crisis from either a U.S. or European perspective. Tamim Bayoumi is the first
to explain how the Euro crisis and U.S. housing crash were, in fact, parasitically intertwined.

【マクロ経済学・経済政策・経済発展】
マクロ経済学の要点

第4版

Macroeconomic Essentials: Understanding Economics in the News. 4th ed
Kennedy, Peter E. & Prag, Jay
(MIT Pr.)
2017 : 08 472 p. Paperback 9780262533348 US$65.00
This fourth edition has been thoroughly revised and updated, with new material on such topics as aggregate supply and demand, supply-side
models, recent issues faced by the Federal Reserve, the role of government, and “burst bubbles.”

【産業（農業・工業・サービス業）
】
ツーリズムと宗教
Tourism and Religion: Issues and Implications
Butler, Richard & Suntikul, Wantanee (ed.)

Aspects of Tourism (Channel View)
2018 : 02 320 p. Hardback 9781845416454 ￡119.95 Paperback 9781845416447 ￡39.95
This book examines both specific issues and more general problems stemming from the interaction of religion, travel and tourism with
hospitality and culture, as well as the implications for site management and interpretation. It explores the oldest form of religious tourism pilgrimage - from its original form to the multiple spiritual and secular variations practised today, along with issues and conflicts arising from
the collision of religion, politics and tourism./ Chapter 6. Yuji Nakanishi: Shintoism and Travel in Japan
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【国際経済・国際金融・貿易】
貿易についての率直な話
Straight Talk on Trade: Ideas for a Sane World Economy
Rodrik, Dani
(Princeton U.P.)
2017 : 10 336 p. Hardback 9780691177847 \4,100
Not so long ago the nation-state seemed to be on its deathbed, condemned to irrelevance by the forces of globalization and technology. Now
it is back with a vengeance, propelled by a groundswell of populists around the world. In Straight Talk on Trade, Dani Rodrik, an early and
outspoken critic of economic globalization taken too far, goes beyond the populist backlash and offers a more reasoned explanation for why
our elites’ and technocrats’ obsession with hyper-globalization made it more difficult for nations to achieve legitimate economic and social
objectives at home: economic prosperity, financial stability, and equity.

【労働・雇用・労使関係】
年金基金資本主義の矛盾
The Contradictions of Pension Fund Capitalism
Skerrett, Kevin & Roberts, Chris et al. (eds.)

Labor and Employment Relations Association Series (ILR Pr.)
2017 : 11 350 p. Paperback 9780913447147 US$29.95
It is often hoped and assumed that union stewardship of pension investments will produce tangible and enduring benefits for workers and
their communities while minimizing the negative effects of what are now global and intensely competitive capital markets. At the core of
this book is a desire to question the proposition that workers and their organizations can exert meaningful control over pension funds in the
context of current financial markets.

【財務管理】
国際通貨エクスポージャー
International Currency Exposure
Cheung, Yin-Wong & Westermann, Frank (ed.)

CESifo Seminar Series (MIT Pr.)
2017 : 07 328 p. Hardback 9780262036405 US$37.00
Chapt. 8 著者 藤井英次 : 関西学院大学 経済学部 教授
The foreign currency denomination of contracts in international transactions can lead to international currency exposure at the country level
with important economic and policy implications. When debts are denominated in foreign currency and revenues in domestic currency,
exchange rate fluctuations can result in balance sheet effects for countries with either net asset or liability positions. Moreover, currency
mismatch between assets and liabilities can be a cause for crises in developing and emerging economies. This book looks at the issues surrounding foreign currency
exposure in today’s increasingly integrated world economy.

【社会学・人類学・社会理論】
明かされた欲望：東洋の文学・文化・映画にみる堕ちた女性
Unveiling Desire: Fallen Women in Literature, Culture, and Films of the East
Das, Devaleena & Morrow, Colette (ed.)
(Rutgers U.P.)
2018 : 01 304 p. Hardback 9780813587851 US$95.00 Paperback 9780813587844 US$34.95
In Unveiling Desire, Devaleena Das and Colette Morrow show that the duality of the fallen/saved woman is as prevalent in Eastern culture as
it is in the West, specifically in literature and films. Using examples from the Middle to Far East, including Iran, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Thailand, Japan, and China, this anthology challenges the fascination with Eastern women as passive, abject, or sexually exotic, but also
resists the temptation to then focus on the veil, geisha, sati, or Muslim women’s oppression without exploring Eastern women’s sexuality
beyond these contexts.
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【公共政策・治安・防災】
死ぬほど働きたい：アメリカの労働現場における死傷事故
Dying to Work: Death and Injury in the American Workplace
Karmel, Jonathan D.
(ILR Pr.)
2017 : 12 320 p. Hardback 9781501709982 US$45.00
In Dying to Work, Jonathan Karmel raises our awareness of unsafe working condidtions with accounts of workers who were needlessly injured
or killed on the job. Based on heart-wrenching interviews Karmel conducted with injured workers and surviving family members across the
country, the stories in this book are introduced in a way that helps place them in a historical and political context and represent a wide survey
of the American workplace, including, among others, warehouse workers, grocery store clerks, hotel housekeepers, and river dredgers.

【犯罪学・刑罰学】
抑留を越えて生きるための書簡と詩歌
The Life of Paper: Letters and a Poetics of Living Beyond Captivity
Luk, Sharon

American Crossroads, 46 (U. of California Pr.)
2017 : 11 292 p. Hardback 9780520296237 US$85.00 Paperback 9780520296244 US$29.95
The Life of Paper offers a wholly original and inspiring analysis of how people facing systematic social dismantling have engaged letter
correspondence to remake themselves - from bodily integrity to subjectivity and collective and spiritual being. Exploring the evolution of racism
and confinement in California history, this ambitious investigation disrupts common understandings of the early detention of Chinese migrants
(1880s-1920s), the internment of Japanese Americans (1930s-1940s), and the mass incarceration of African Americans (1960s-present) in its
meditation on modern development and imprisonment as a way of life.

【政治学全般】
二重の危険：核の恐怖と気候変動と戦う
Double Jeopardy: Combating Nuclear Terror and Climate Change
Poneman, Daniel B.

Belfer Center Studies in International Security (MIT Pr.)
2017 : 10 152 p. Hardback 9780262037303 US$28.00
Humanity faces two existential threats: nuclear annihilation and catastrophic climate change. Both have human origins, and both are linked
to the use of nuclear energy. Inherent in the use of atomic fission is the risk that the technology and materials can be diverted to terrorists or
hostile nations and used to make nuclear weapons. The key question is whether we can use nuclear energy to reduce the threat of climate
change without increasing the risk that nuclear weapons will be used.

【政治学全般】
集団的権利のリベラルな理論
A Liberal Theory of Collective Rights
Seymour, Michel

Democracy, Diversity, and Citizen Engagement (McGill-Queen's U.P.)
2017 : 12 296 p. Hardback 9780773551169 US$110.00 Paperback 9780773551176 US$34.95
Seymour explores the theoretical resources of John Rawls’s political liberalism and shows that this particular approach can accommodate
genuine collective rights. By Rawls’s account, Seymour explains, peoples are moral agents and sources of valid moral claims and are
therefore entitled to collective rights. These kinds of rights translate, in the constitution of the multination state, to a true political recognition
for stateless peoples.

【政治学全般】
綱引き：ユーラシアにおける安全保障交渉
Tug of War: Negotiating Security in Eurasia
Hampson, Fen Osler & Troitskiy, Mikhail (ed.)

CIGI Press (McGill-Queen's U.P.)
2017 : 11 340 p. Hardback 9781928096597 US$110.00 Paperback 9781928096580 US$35.00
A critical look at the major international dynamics that are at play in Eurasia affecting peace and prosperity in the region.
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【政治学全般】
リベラリズムはなぜ失敗したか
Why Liberalism Failed
Deneen, Patrick J.

Politics and Culture Series (Yale U.P.)
2018 : 01 256 p. Hardback 9780300223446 US$40.00
Of the three dominant ideologies of the twentieth century - fascism, communism, and liberalism - only the last remains. This has created
a peculiar situation in which liberalism’s proponents tend to forget that it is an ideology and not the natural end-state of human political
evolution. Here, Deneen offers an astringent warning that the centripetal forces now at work on our political culture are not superficial flaws
but inherent features of a system whose success is generating its own failure.

【各国の政情・政治史】
漂う政策
Policy Drift: Shared Powers and the Making of U.S. Law and Policy
Riccucci, Norma M.
(New York U.P.)
2018 : 02 304 p. Hardback 9781479845040 US$89.00 Paperback 9781479839834 US$30.00
In Policy Drift, Norma Riccucci sheds light on how institutional forces collectively contributed to major change in three key areas of U.S. policy
(privacy rights, civil rights, and climate policy) without any new policy explicitly being written.

【国家論・政府論・政治体制論】
リベラルな共和主義に対する文化主義者の挑戦
The Culturalist Challenge to Liberal Republicanism
Lusztig, Michael

McGill-Queen's Studies in the History of Ideas, 72 (McGill-Queen's U.P.)
2017 : 09 296 p. Hardback 9780773551046 US$110.00 Paperback 9780773551053 US$34.95
Establishing the nature of the current regime and exploring the emergence of a cogent theory of justice grounded in both liberal and
republican theory, Lusztig demonstrates the inconsistencies between liberal republicanism and culturalist theories of justice.

【国際関係論】
もう一つの道：非核地帯
The Alternate Route: Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones
Graham, Thomas Jr.
(Oregon State U.P.)
2017 : 11 320 p. Paperback 9780870719066 US$35.00
Essential reading for policy advisors, foreign service professionals, and scholars in political science, The Alternate Route examines the
possibilities of nuclear-weapon-free zones as a pathway to worldwide nuclear disarmament.

【国際関係論】
中国、アメリカと、南米の未来
China, the United States, and the Future of Latin America
Denoon, David B. H. (ed.)

U.S.-China Relations, 3 (New York U.P.)
2017 : 10 432 p. Hardback 9781479899289 US$99.00 Paperback 9781479821648 US$38.00
In recent years, China has become the largest trading partner for more than half the countries in Latin America, and demonstrated major
commitments in aid and direct investment in various parts of the region. China has also made a number of strategic commitments to countries
like Nicaragua, Cuba, and Venezuela which have long-standing policies opposing U.S. influence in the region. China, the United States, and
the Future of Latin America posits that this activity is a direct challenge to the role of the U.S. in Latin America and the Caribbean.
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【国際関係論】
マイケル・ウォルツァー著『左翼のための外交政策』
A Foreign Policy for the Left
Walzer, Michael
(Yale U.P.)
2018 : 02 216 p. Hardback 9780300223873 US$30.00
In Michael Walzer’s view, the left can no longer (in fact, could never) take automatic positions but must proceed from clearly articulated moral
principles. In this book, adapted from essays published in Dissent, Walzer asks how leftists should think about the international scene - about
humanitarian intervention and world government, about global inequality and religious extremism - in light of a coherent set of underlying
political values.

【国際関係論】
異文化コミュニケーションの喜びと危険
Getting Through: The Pleasures and Perils of Cross-Cultural Communication
Kreuz, Roger J. & Roberts, Richard M.
(MIT Pr.)
2017 : 08 304 p. Hardback 9780262036313 US$27.95
We can learn to speak other languages, but do we truly understand what we are saying? How much detail should we offer when someone
asks how we are? How close should we stand to our conversational partners? Is an invitation genuine or just pro forma? So much of
communication depends on culture and context. In Getting Through, Roger Kreuz and Richard Roberts offer a guide to understanding and
being understood in different cultures.

【国際関係論】
世界の中での日本のパワー
Japan's World Power: Assessment, Outlook and Vision
Delamotte, Guibourg (ed.)

Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies (Routledge)
2017 : 11 224 p. Hardback 9781138293656 ￡115.00
Japan’s World Power seeks to examine the nature of Japan’s power today, showing how the country’s influence on the global stage appears to
be shifting from economic and financial, to more political and military.

【法律学全般】
知的所有権ガイド
A Critical Guide to Intellectual Property
Callahan, Mat & Rogers, Jim (ed.)
(ZED Books)
2017 : 10 256 p. Hardback 9781786991140 ￡70.00
This collection cuts through the legal jargon that so often surrounds intellectual property (IP), to provide both a comprehensive history and
analysis that explores the corporate interests that shape its conception and the movements that are developing alternatives.

【倫理学】
物理学者のための倫理学の基礎
Elements of Ethics for Physical Scientists
Greer, Sandra C.
(MIT Pr.)
2017 : 10 240 p. Hardback 9780262036887 US$50.00
This book offers the first comprehensive guide to ethics for physical scientists and engineers who conduct research. Written by a distinguished
professor of chemistry and chemical engineering, the book focuses on the everyday decisions about right and wrong faced by scientists as
they do research, interact with other people, and work within society. The goal is to nurture readers’ ethical intelligence so that they know an
ethical issue when they see one, and to give them a way to think about ethical problems.
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【近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派】
ノートン版西洋哲学アンソロジー

全2巻

The Norton Anthology of Western Philosophy: After Kant. 2 vols
Schacht, Richard et al. (ed.)
(W.W. Norton)
2017 : 06 3900 p. Paperback 9780393929072 US$100.00
The Norton Anthology of Western Philosophy: After Kant offers a rich collection of primary texts and a wide array of leading figures. In
selecting both complete essays and sets of carefully chosen excerpts from longer works, the editors have designed these two volumes to be
the most revealing, engaging, teachable, and flexible collections of nineteenth- and twentieth-century philosophical texts available.

【東洋哲学】
和辻哲郎の無のグローバルな倫理学
Watsuji Tetsuro's Global Ethics of Emptiness: A Contemporary Look at a Modern Japanese
Philosopher
Sevilla, Anton Luis

Global Political Thinkers (Palgrave Macmillan)
2017 : 07 258 p. Hardback 9783319583525 EUR139.99
The first book to introduce Watsuji in English / Offers a stepping stone for any English speaker wanting to understand Japanese ethics /
Includes extensive coverage of books that are yet to be translated in to English

【ユダヤ教・イスラム教】
ムスリム社会における科学とヨーロッパの帝国主義の影響

全2巻

In the Shadows of Glories Past and The Rise of Science in Islam and the West. 2 vols
Livingston, John W.
(Routledge)
2017 : 10 1068 p. Hardback 9781138299399 ￡225.00
This is a study of science in Muslim society. The first volume starts at the rise of science in the eighth century and explores the efforts of
nineteenth century Muslim thinkers and reformers to regain the lost ethos that had given birth to the rich scientific heritage of earlier Muslim
civilization. The second volume reveals the undermining effect of European imperialism on western-oriented religious reformers and secular
intellectuals, for whom science and political reform went together, and concludes with a chapter on the state of science in contemporary
Muslim societies and the efforts to institutionalize science today.

【歴史学全般・世界史・文明論】
第二次世界大戦時の日本とアフリカ系アメリカ人の連帯
Facing the Rising Sun: African Americans, Japan, and the Rise of Afro-Asian Solidarity
Horne, Gerald
(New York U.P.)
2018 : 01 240 p. Hardback 9781479848591 US$30.00
Facing the Rising Sun tells the story of the widespread pro-Tokyo sentiment among African Americans during World War II, arguing that the
solidarity between the two groups was significantly corrosive to the U.S. war effort.

【イギリス史・アイルランド史】
アイルランド小史：1500-2000 年
A Short History of Ireland, 1500-2000
Gibney, John
(Yale U.P.)
2018 : 01 296 p. Hardback 9780300208511 US$25.00
This succinct, scholarly study covers important historical events, including the Cromwellian conquest and settlement, the Great Famine, and
the struggle for Irish independence. Gibney's book explores major themes such as Ireland’s often contentious relationship with Britain, its
place within the British Empire, the impact of the Protestant Reformation, the ongoing religious tensions it inspired, and the global reach of the
Irish diaspora.
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【ロシア革命 100 年記念・ロシア革命研究書ご案内】
ロシア革命の美しき物語
Arc of Utopia: The Beautiful Story of the Russian Revolution
Chamberlain, Lesley
(Reaktion Books)
2017 : 10 256 p. Hardback 9781780238524 ￡20.00
Arc of Utopia offers a fresh look at the German philosophical origins of the Russian Revolution. Lesley Chamberlain relates how the influential
German philosophers Kant, Schiller and Hegel were dazzled by contemporary events in Paris, and how art and philosophy exploded on the
streets of Russia, with a long-repressed people uniquely reinventing the principles of liberty, equality and fraternity.

ボルシェヴィキの政権掌握

第2版

The Bolsheviks Come to Power: The Revolution of 1917 in Petrograd. 2nd ed
Rabinowitch, Alexander
(Pluto Pr.)
2017 : 06 432 p. Hardback 9780745399997 ￡70.00 Paperback 9780745399980 ￡17.99
The Bolsheviks Come to Power is one of the most important histories of the Russian Revolution to challenge the mainstream narratives.
Originally published to great acclaim in 2004, this new edition marks the 100th anniversary of one of the explosive and game-changing
moments in modern times.

英訳

レーニン著作集

第1巻

Collected Works, Vol. 1
Lenin, V. I.

Russian Revolution 1917 (Verso)
2017 : 10 544 p. Paperback 9781786634856 ￡29.99
This first volume contains four works (“New Economic Developments in Peasant Life,” “On the So-Called Market Question,” “What the ‘Friends
of the People’ Are and How They Fight the Social-Democrats,” “The Economic Content of Narodism and the Criticism of It in Mr. Struve’s
Book”) written by Lenin in 1893-1894, at the outset of his revolutionary activity, during the first years of the struggle to establish a workers’
revolutionary party in Russia.

長谷川毅（カリフォルニア大教授）著『ロシア革命の罪と罰』
Crime and Punishment in the Russian Revolution: Mob Justice and Police in Petrograd
Hasegawa, Tsuyoshi
(Belknap Pr.)
2017 : 10 330 p. Hardback 9780674972063 US$29.95
Tsuyoshi Hasegawa offers a new perspective on Russia’s revolutionary year through the lens of violent crime and its devastating effect on
ordinary people.

レーニンのジレンマ
The Dilemmas of Lenin: Terrorism, War, Empire, Love, Revolution
Ali, Tariq

Russian Revolution 1917 (Verso)
2017 : 04 288 p. Hardback 9781786631107 ￡16.99
On the centenary of the Russian Revolution, Tariq Ali explores the two major influences on Lenin’s thought - the turbulent history of Tsarist
Russia and the birth of the international labour movement - and explains how Lenin confronted dilemmas that still cast a shadow over the
present. Is terrorism ever a viable strategy? Is support for imperial wars ever justified? Can politics be made without a party? Was the seizure
of power in 1917 morally justified? Should he have parted company from his wife and lived with his lover?
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ロシア革命と家族の絆
Family Networks and the Russian Revolutionary Movement, 1870-1940
Turton, Katy
(Palgrave Macmillan)
2017 : 11 245 p. Hardback 9780230393073 EUR89.99
This book explores the role played by families in the Russian revolutionary movement and the first decades of the Soviet regime. While
revolutionaries were expected to sever all family ties or at the very least put political concerns before personal ones, in practice this was
rarely achieved. In the underground, revolutionaries of all stripes, from populists to social-democrats, relied on siblings, spouses, children
and parents to help them conduct party tasks, with the appearance of domesticity regularly thwarting police interference.

役人の家：ロシア革命物語
The House of Government: A Saga of the Russian Revolution
Slezkine, Yuri
(Princeton U.P.)
2017 : 08 1096 p. Hardback 9780691176949 \5,470
Yuri Slezkine’s gripping narrative tells the true story of the residents of an enormous Moscow apartment building where top Communist
officials and their families lived before they were destroyed in Stalin’s purges. A vivid account of the personal and public lives of Bolshevik true
believers, the book begins with their conversion to Communism and ends with their children’s loss of faith and the fall of the Soviet Union.

スターリンの強制労働収容所
Illness and Inhumanity in Stalin's Gulag
Alexopoulos, Golfo

The Yale-Hoover Series on Authoritarian Regimes (Yale U.P.)
2017 : 06 328 p. Hardback 9780300179415 US$65.00
In a shocking new study of life and death in Stalin’s Gulag, historian Golfo Alexopoulos suggests that Soviet forced labor camps were driven
by brutal exploitation and often administered as death camps. The first study to examine the Gulag penal system through the lens of health,
medicine, and human exploitation, this extraordinary work draws from previously inaccessible archives to offer a chilling new view of one of
the pillars of Stalinist terror.

レーニン政府の内部
Inside Lenin's Government: Ideology, Power and Practice in the Early Soviet State
Douds, Lara
(Bloomsbury Academic)
2018 : 02 224 p. Hardback 9781474286701 ￡85.00
Lara Douds examines the practical functioning and internal political culture of the early Soviet government cabinet, the Council of People's
Commissars (Sovnarkom), under Lenin. This study elucidates the process by which Sovnarkom's governmental decision-making authority
was transferred to Communist Party bodies in the early years of Soviet power and traces the day-to-day operation of the supreme state
organ.

レーニン＆ジジェク著『レーニン 2017』
Lenin 2017: Remembering, Repeating, and Working Through
Lenin, V.I. & Žižek, Slavoj

Russian Revolution 1917 (Verso)
2017 : 09 192 p. Hardback 9781786631886 ￡12.99
V. I. Lenin’s originality and importance as a revolutionary leader is most often associated with the seizure of power in 1917. But, in this new
study and collection of Lenin’s original texts, Slavoj Žižek argues that his true greatness can be better grasped in the last two years of his
political life.
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マルクス主義論文集
Literature of Revolution: Essays on Marxism
Geras, Norman

Russian Revolution 1917 (Verso)
2017 : 09 288 p. Paperback 9781786633187 ￡14.99
Literature of Revolution explores the pivotal texts and topics in the Marxist tradition, drawing on the works of Marx, Trotsky, Luxemburg, Lenin,
and Althusser.

10 月：ロシア革命物語
October: The Story of the Russian Revolution
Miéville, China

Russian Revolution 1917 (Verso)
2017 : 05 304 p. Hardback 9781784782771 ￡18.99
On the centenary of the Russian Revolution, China Miéville tells the extraordinary story of this pivotal moment in history. In a panoramic
sweep, stretching from St Petersburg and Moscow to the remotest villages of a sprawling empire, Miéville uncovers the catastrophes,
intrigues and inspirations of 1917, in all their passion, drama and strangeness.

ロシア革命の人民史
A People's History of the Russian Revolution
Faulkner, Neil

Left Book Club (Pluto Pr.)
2017 : 01 208 p. Hardback 9780745399041 ￡55.00 Paperback 9780745399034 ￡12.99
The Russian Revolution may well be the most misunderstood event in modern history. In this fast-paced introduction, Neil Faulkner
debunks the myths that continue to shroud it, showing how a mass movement of millions, organised in democratic assemblies, mobilised
for militant action and destroyed a regime of landlords, profiteers and warmongers.

翻る赤旗：歴史、歴史家とロシア革命
Red Flag Unfurled: Historians, the Russian Revolution, and the Soviet Experience
Suny, Ronald

Russian Revolution 1917 (Verso)
2017 : 10 256 p. Hardback 9781784785642 ￡25.00
Reflecting on the fate of the Russian Revolution one hundred years after October, Ronald Grigor Suny - one of the world’s leading historians
of the period - explores the historiographical controversies over 1917, Stalinism, and the end of “Communism” and provides an assessment
of the achievements, costs, losses and legacies of the choices made by Soviet leaders.

ラウトレッジ復刻叢書：ロシア革命

全 13 巻

Routledge Library Editions: The Russian Revolution. 13 vols.
(Routledge)
2017 : 02 5,258 p. Hardback 9781138219991 ￡1,255.00
The books in this set: Contain little-known details which help make the events more intelligible. / Discuss the events which gave rise to
the Russian Revolution and finally resulted in Russia’s political, economic and military collapse by placing the events against their social
and political background and examining the historical influences which affected social conditions. /Exhume the autobiographies written by
the men whose actions and ideas moulded events, which allow the reader to appreciate more accurately the role played by each of the
protagonists in preparing and carrying out the Revolution.
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ロシア革命：新史
The Russian Revolution: A New History
McMeekin, Sean
(Basic Books)
2017 : 05 480 p. Hardback 9780465039906 US$30.00
Drawing on scores of previously untapped files from Russian archives and a range of other repositories in Europe, Turkey, and the United
States, McMeekin delivers exciting, groundbreaking research about this turbulent era. The first comprehensive history of these momentous
events in two decades, The Russian Revolution combines cutting-edge scholarship and a fast-paced narrative to shed new light on one of
the most significant turning points of the twentieth century.

ロシア革命小史
A Short History of the Russian Revolution
Swain, Geoffrey

I.B.Tauris Short Histories (I.B. Tauris)
2017 : 01 256 p. Hardback 9781780767925 ￡64.00 Paperback 9781780767932 ￡10.99
Geoffrey Swain provides a concise yet thorough overview of the revolution and the path to civil war. By looking, with fresh perspectives, on
the causes of the revolution, as well as the international response, Swain provides a new interpretation of the events of 1917, published to
coincide with the 100th anniversary of the revolution.

ロシア革命の真実
The Truth of the Russian Revolution: The Memoirs of the Tsar's Chief of Security and His Wife
Globachev, Konstantin Ivanovich & Globacheva, Sofia Nikolaev / Marinich, Vladimir G (trans.)
(State U. of New York)
2017 : 05 320 p. Hardback 9781438464633 US$95.00
Major General Konstantin Ivanovich Globachev was chief of the Okhrana, the Tsarist secret police, in Petrograd (now St. Petersburg) in the
two years preceding the 1917 Russian Revolution. This book presents his memoirs - translated in English for the first time - interposed with
those of his wife, Sofia Nikolaevna Globacheva.

ウラジミール・ブールツェフと自由なロシアのための闘い
Vladimir Burtsev and the Struggle for a Free Russia: A Revolutionary in the Time of Tsarism and
Bolshevism
Henderson, Robert
(Bloomsbury Academic)
2017 : 06 368 Hardback 9781472578891 ￡85.00
Vladimir Burtsev and the Struggle for a Free Russia examines the life of the journalist, historian and revolutionary, Vladimir Burtsev. The
book analyses his struggle to help liberate the Russian people from tsarist oppression in the latter half of the 19th century before going on
to discuss his opposition to Bolshevism following the Russian Revolution of 1917. Robert Henderson traces Burtsev's political development
during this time and explores his movements in Paris and London at different stages in an absorbing account of an extraordinary life.
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【アジア全般・東アジア研究】
中国が見るアジアの夢
China's Asian Dream: Empire Building along the New Silk Road
Miller, Tom
(ZED Books)
2017 : 02 304 p. Hardback 9781783609246 ￡70.00
Combining a geopolitical overview with on-the-ground reportage from a dozen countries, China’s Asian Dream offers a fresh perspective on
one of the most important questions of our time: what does China’s rise mean for the future of Asia.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】
カンボジアにおける君主制の操作
Monarchical Manipulation in Cambodia: France, Japan, and the Sihanouk Crusade for Independence
Gunn, Geoffrey C.

NIAS Monographs, 141 (NIAS Pr.)
2018 : 01 448 p. Hardback 9788776942373 ￡65.00 Paperback 9788776942380 ￡25.00
First book to explain the agency of Cambodian monarchs in the face of broader colonial manipulation and international power plays. /
Explores the historic interplay of charismatic power and political patronage in Cambodia. / Focuses on the tumultuous wartime and early postwar events surrounding Sihanouk's ‘crusade’ for Cambodia's independence.

【アジア全般・東アジア研究】
ミャンマーの内なる敵
Myanmar's Enemy Within: Buddhist Violence and the Making of a Muslim 'Other'
Francis Wade

Asian Arguments (ZED Books)
2017 : 08 304 p. Hardback 9781783605286 ￡70.00
In this gripping and deeply reported account, Francis Wade explores how the manipulation of identities by an anxious ruling elite has laid the
foundations for mass violence, and how, in Myanmar’s case, some of the most respected and articulate voices for democracy have turned on
the Muslim population at a time when the majority of citizens are beginning to experience freedoms unseen for half a century.

【日本研究】
否定される従軍慰安婦
Denying the Comfort Women: The Japanese State's Assault on Historical Truth
Nishino, Rumiko et al. (ed.)

Asia's Transformations (Routledge)
2018 : 01 240 p. Hardback 9781138048713 ￡115.00
Planned, instituted and run by the Japanese Imperial Military during the Asia-Pacific War, the "comfort women" system remains hugely
controversial. Although political leaders often contest the role of coercion, many argue that the ‘comfort women’ were mobilized forcibly,
through processes of abduction and deception.

【日本研究】
鈴木

健（明治大学大学院情報コミュニケーション研究科教授）著『昭和天皇の修辞学』

The Rhetoric of Emperor Hirohito: Continuity and Rupture in Japan's Dramas of Modernity
Suzuki, Takeshi
(Cambridge Scholars)
2017 : 07 180 p. Hardback 9781443889889 EUR58.99
This book investigates the wartime role of Emperor Hirohito and the transition of the Emperor System, a structure which had been in place for
a large period of Japanese history, and one undergoing significant change due to a series of intense encounters with Western-style modernity
since the Meiji period of the late nineteenth century. Specifically, it explores moments in three episodes of social reality that were part of the
wartime experience of the Japanese people: namely, the initiation of the conflict, accomplishing an end to the war, and the transition to postwar society.
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【オセアニア・極地研究】
アジア太平洋地域の初期近代植民地主義の歴史考古学

第 1 巻：南西太平洋とオセアニア地域

Historical Archaeology of Early Modern Colonialism in Asia-Pacific, Volume I: The Southwest Pacific
and Oceanian Regions
Berrocal, Maria Cruz (ed.)
(Univ. Pr. of Florida)
2017 : 11 368 p. Hardback 9780813054759 US$95.00
In the volume The Southwest Pacific and Oceanian Regions, case studies from Alofi, Vanuatu, the Marianas, Hawai‘i, Guam, and Taiwan
compare the development of colonialism across different islands. Contributors discuss human settlement before the arrival of Dutch, French,
British, and Spanish explorers, tracing major exchange routes that were active as early as the tenth century.

【東南アジア・南アジア・中央アジア研究】
アジア太平洋地域の初期近代植民地主義の歴史考古学

第 2 巻：アジア太平洋地域

Historical Archaeology of Early Modern Colonialism in Asia-Pacific, Volume II: The Asia-Pacific
Region
Berrocal, Maria Cruz (ed.)
(Univ. Pr. of Florida)
2017 : 11 288 p. Hardback 9780813054766 US$95.00
The volume The Asia-Pacific Region looks at colonialism in the Philippines, China, Japan, and Vietnam, emphasizing the robust transregional networks that existed before European contact. Southeast Asia had long been influenced by Buddhist, Hindu, and Muslim traders
in ways that helped build the region’s ethnic and political divisions. Essays show the complexity and significance of maritime trade during
European colonization by investigating galleon wrecks in Manila, Japan’s porcelain exports, and Spanish coins discovered off China’s coast.

【アラブ・中東研究】
ペルシア語写本目録
Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts: Codices Persici, Codices Eyseriani, Codex Persicus Add
Perho, Irmeli

COMDC, 8.2 (NIAS Pr.)
2017 : 04 752 p. Hardback 9788776942168 ￡225.00
A large part of the Cod. Pers. collection is connected with India - the texts were copied in India or authored by Indian scholars or by Persian
scholars who had settled in India. The manuscripts include poetry, history and medicine. The Eyser collection consists of classical Persian
literature in prose and verse.

【アフリカ研究】
古代エチオピア語写本目録
Catalogue of Ethiopic Manuscripts
Nosnitsin, Denis

COMDC, 11 (NIAS Pr.)
2017 : 10 208 p. Hardback 9788776942311 ￡160.00
Essential reference to the Ethiopic manuscript holdings at the Royal Library, Copenhagen. / A major addition to catalogued Ethiopic
manuscripts worldwide. / Detailed entries including transcriptions and illustrations enabling scholars to identify material.

【アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究】
喪失の目撃者：日系カナダ人の領地剥奪における人種、有罪、記憶
Witness to Loss: Race, Culpability, and Memory in the Dispossession of Japanese Canadians
Stanger-Ross, Jordan & Sugiman, Pamela (ed.)

McGill-Queen's Studies in Ethnic History Series 2, 44 (McGill-Queen's U.P.)
2017 : 10 272 p. Hardback 9780773551206 US$110.00 Paperback 9780773551213 US$29.95
In Witness to Loss Kimura’s previously unknown memoir - written in the last years of his life - is translated from Japanese to English and
published for the first time. This remarkable document chronicles a history of racism in British Columbia, describes the activities of the
committees on which Kimura served, and seeks to defend his actions.
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【建設・土木工学】
オープン・スペース：環境衛生データへのオープン・アクセスへのグローバルな取組み
Open Space: The Global Effort for Open Access to Environmental Satellite Data
Borowitz, Mariel

Information Policy (MIT Pr.)
2018 : 01 408 p. Hardback 9780262037181 US$40.00
Borowitz examines policies governing the sharing of environmental satellite data, offering a model of data-sharing policy development and
applying it in case studies from the United States, Europe, and Japan - countries responsible for nearly half of the unclassified government
Earth observation satellites. Case studies of JAXA and JMA included.

【数理統計学・確率論・ゲーム論】
IBM SPSS Statistics を用いた統計学入門

第5版

Discovering Statistics Using IBM SPSS Statistics. 5th ed
Field, Andy
(Sage)
2017 : 12 1104 p. Paperback 9781526419521 ￡47.99
What’s brand new: A radical new design with original illustrations and even more colour / A maths diagnostic tool to help students establish
what areas they need to revise and improve on. / A revamped digital resource that uses video, case studies, datasets and more to help
students negotiate project work, master data management techniques, and apply key writing and employability skills / New sections on
replication, open science and Bayesian thinking / Now fully up to date with latest versions of IBM SPSS Statistics©.

【情報処理 ･ ｺﾝﾋﾟｭｰﾀｰ科学 ･ ﾌﾟﾛｸﾞﾗﾐﾝｸﾞ】
物語の中にみるアルゴリズム
Once Upon an Algorithm: How Stories Explain Computing
Erwig, Martin

Once Upon an Algorithm (MIT Pr.)
2017 : 08 336 p. Hardback 9780262036634 US$27.95
In Once Upon an Algorithm, Martin Erwig explains computation as something that takes place beyond electronic computers, and computer
science as the study of systematic problem solving.

◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください
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